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PrIoc. roy. See. Med. Vor4"c 19 i71 targt tissues a-nd teir impor e in tra tion. Unfortunatey, perhaps, they are scattered throughout both volumes without any obvious attempt to present them in a rational order. In viewr of the relatively high price, as far as the pocket of the average medical research worker is concerned, it is a pity that those chapters which are of particular relevance to steroid activity in man, especially the sex steroids, are not contained in the same volume. This minor criticism should not be allowed, however, to detract from the potential value of these volumes.
PAUL TURNER AUL oinftheHewrtand PoorWiy by Aubrey Leatham BA MB FRCP pp 151 illustrated £4 London: J& A Churchill 1970 To read this book is a nostalgic experience for a former pupil of the Institute of Cardiology. To say that it is a conventional review of auscultations of the heart is a tribute to the author, who has played a major part in the development of clinical cardiology in Britain since the war. The fundamentals of our knowledge of the heart sounds and murmurs are explained clearly and concisely. Any experience in attempting to record these phenomena will confirm the care and patience that has gone into the production of the illustrations. The book is in effect an atlas of phonocardiography, and sets a very high standard for future work.
JOHN HAMER
Abe Wodd Tbou kxt S4tt An inquiry into the influence of defective vision on art and character by Patrick Trevor-Roper pp 191 illustrated £4-20 London: Thaames andHudson 1970 In the foreword to his 'Historical Essays ' (1957) Professor Hugh Trevor-Roper tilted at the overspecialized professional historian devoid of philosophy and cramped within the narrow frontiers of some chosen period. His brother Patrick, greatly to the advantage of medical and lay readers alike, manifests the same versatility,. ranging through the bypaths of folk-lore, psychology, history and general medicine. He has combed through the evidence for defective sight among artists dead or living, and his arguments are supported by judiciously assembled illustrations.
Among Western peoples longsightedness (hypermetropia) is three times as common as shortsightedness (myopia), but a survey of 128 mastes and pupils at the Ecole de Beaux-Arts in Paris, the author points out, revealed that myopes were nearly twice as numerous as h He also reminds us that m d ot a welcome the sharper images obtain t spectacles; and even if they accept spectach, they usually prefer their lenses to be tone down. Gone are the days when normal-sihted po$e could underrate the myope's nubilous imass.
Si monumentum requiris, circumspice . the Impressionists.
The author regales us with a host of fasci speculations. He gladly admits that 'them of our subject are ill-defined'. We in our turn are glad to have trodden such pastures in his civilized company. If Sir Thomas Browne of Norwich could return to this world, he would surely revel in Mr Trevor-Roper's beautifully written book.
J H DOGGART
What we know about Cancer edited by R J C Harris pp 240 illustrated cloth £250 paper £175 London: George Allen & Unwin 1970
It has been said that to combat the, inevitable pessimism which surrounds the subect of r, it must be given the image ofan 'ay dise'. This elegantly produced book will undoubtedly help towards this end. The introductory re s on the cover claim that the book was written for the ordinary reader as much as for doctors. Robert Harris and his co-authors are to be congratulated on fulfilling their avowed intent so successfully.
The individual chapters have been written by different authors, obviously selected for their literary prowess as well as their profesionR expertise. This is reflected in the high quality of writing throughout and the successful bleading of the various contributions.
The first half of the book takes us through the fundamental biological events in the development of a cancer and discusses the ecology of t disease. Two chapters are devoted to the hi l aspects of cancer research and make absorb reading. The second half of the book discusses t rationale of current methods of treatment and speculates on future therapies as related to present research.
It is perhaps invidious to select any partiulr item for special mention in a volume of suca general excellence. The last chapter, entitled 'ITe Social Context of Cancer', written by John Wakefield, is a startlingly provocative account present attitudes, however, which provides a telling climax to the book; the author's last paragraph should be imprinted on the minds of all those responsible for dealing with this prevalent disease.
iAN BUItN
